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Abstract: This paper says that advance method of voting 

system in Indian Election commission. The casting a ballot 

framework is overseen easierly as every one of the clients need 

to login by UIDAI (Unique identification authority of India) 

and secret phrase and snap on individuals ideal possibility to 

make their choice  This shows that highly secured secret key is 

affirmed in advance to each individual acknowledged in the 

fundamental database of ECI. The additional component of 

this device is the elector can guarantee that his/her vote has 

polled to the address hopefully The votes will be done 

normally, as such saving a huge time and facultative ECI to 

pronounce the result at between times a concise period. 

 

Keywords: UIDAI number, microcontroller, biometric 

sensor, Voting System.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

This paper looks at arrangement with respect to the 

electronic methodologies and advancements towards 

electronic information stockpiling and transmission. 

Unique mark gadgets for casting a ballot machines and 

diverse existing character archives are referenced and 

implemented amid this venture. The client should 

demonstrate his voter ID at whatever point he appears  to 

the stall to survey his vote. This is regularly a tedious 

strategy in light of the fact that the individual needs to 

verify the ID with the rundown he has ensure it as an 

approved card and afterward empower the individual to 

survey his vote. In this way, to evade this sort of 

problem, structured a unique mark on casting a ballot 

device and the card contains the detail of the elector. The 

individual at the stall demonstrates his Biometric. The 

Biometric peruser peruses the details from the database. 

The data is moved to the processing unit for the 

confirmation. The processor peruses DATA from the per 

user and contrasts this information and the officially 

present information. On  off chance that the information 

matches with  as of now put away data, the individual is 

permitted to survey his vote.  
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If the process is not done, a text is displayed and along these 

lines the individual is not permitted to survey his poll. The 

surveying instrument completes physically utilizing the keys. 

LCD is utilized to show the text. Throwing a vote is a 

procedure by which the electorates assign their representatives. 

In present casting a ballot framework the elector demonstrate 

his ID at whatever point the independent elector moves to the 

corner to survey his/her poll.  

This procedure is a tedious strategy as the independent 

elector should examine the ID with the rundown, affirm it as an 

approved card and afterward empower the individual to survey 

his poll. Subsequently, to solve this type of issue, planned a 

unique mark found for the most part casting a ballot device in 

whatever place the independent elector has no necessities to 

forward that the ID contains the whole details of the elector. 

Casting a ballot is to allow voters to practice their entitlement 

to express their decisions with respect to explicit issues, things 

of enactment, native activities, sacred corrections, reviews or 

potentially to choose their administration and political 

delegates. Innovation is being utilized extra and more as a 

device to help voters to cast their votes. To allow the activity of 

this right, the dominant part casting a ballot frameworks around 

the globe incorporate the accompanying advances: national 

distinguishing proof and validation, casting a ballot and 

recording of votes cast, vote tallying, distribution of race 

results. Voter recognizable proof is required amid two periods 

of the constituent procedure: first for voter enrollment in order 

to decide the directly to cast a ballot and in this manner, at 

casting a ballot time, to enable a subject to practice their 

entitlement to cast a ballot by confirming if the individual 

fulfills every one of the necessities required to cast a ballot 

(verification). Security could be a heart of e-casting a ballot 

strategy. So the necessity of planning a safe e-casting a ballot 

framework is extremely essential. Normally, components that 

guarantee the security and protection of a decision are 

frequently tedious, costly for race directors, and badly designed 

for voters. There are totally unique dimensions of ecasting a 

ballot security. So genuine measures ought to be removed to 

keep it from open space. Likewise, security ought to be 

connected to conceal cast a ballot from attention. There's no 

estimation for satisfactory security level, because of the degree 

relies upon sort of the data. A fitting security level is 

dependably a trade off among ease of use and quality of 

security strategy. The verified e-casting a ballot procedure 

should be possible by connecting the casting a ballot machines 

with the Aadhar, an Indian resident distinguishing proof 

information base with a one of a kind recognizable proof 

number for each native. The UIDAI on voting machine results 

in verified e-casting ballot procedure.  
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On account of no something like two voter's data can 

arrange as this structure uses sensor. Biometrics is the 

science and innovation of estimating and breaking down 

natural information. In data innovation, biometrics 

alludes to advancements that measure and examine 

human body qualities, for example, DNA, fingerprints, 

eye retinas and irises, voice designs, facial examples and 

hand estimations, for verification purposes. Amid this 

paper utilized thumb impression with the end goal of 

voter distinguishing proof or confirmation. As the thumb 

impression of every individual is selective, it helps in 

augmenting the precision. Aadhar database is made 

containing the thumb impressions of the considerable 

number of voters in the body electorate. Unlawful votes 

and reiteration of votes is checked for in this framework. 

Consequently if this framework is used the decisions 

would be honest and free from apparatus 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY    

Problems in Present Voting System 

The current voting system in India is Electronic voting 

system. The idea was established in 1977 by the Chief 

Election Commissioner. The Electronic Voting Machines 

(“EVM”) is designed by Bharat Electronics Limited 

(BEL), Bangalore and Electronics Corporation of India 

Limited (ECIL) in collaboration with Election 

commission of India. The machines are currently 

produced with two endeavors.it consists of two units, 

I) Balloting 

II) Control 

These two units are present in the voting machine. The 

first unit balloting unit is located inside the balloting 

compartment and the control unit is present at the Polling 

Officer and these units are connected by a link of five-

meter. 

 

Fig. 2.1 Units of voting machine 

There are numerous sorts of issues with EVM which is 

right now being used they are:  

1. Precision: It isn't workable for a vote to be adjusted 

e overlaid the invalid vote can't be checked from the at 

long last count.   

2. Majority rule government: It allows just qualified 

voters to cast a ballot.it allows the qualified voter to vote 

only one time. 

3.  Problems – A person can alter the code present in 

the voting machine that can change the outcomes after 

surveying. Supplanting a component that is inserted to change 

the result of the picked competitor .The commands can be 

given by remote. 

4. Illicit Balloting – A common realized issueRigging which 

is looked in each appointive methodology. One hopeful throws 

the votes of the considerable number of individuals or few 

measures of individuals in the discretionary rundown 

unlawfully. This outcomes in the loss of votes in favor of 

alternate hopefuls partaking and furthermore expands the 

number votes to the applicant who plays out this activity. This 

should be possible remotely at the season of casting a ballot.   

5. Security: Neither specialist nor any other person can 

interface any ticket to the voter   

6. Unquestionable status:  

Independently confirmation of that the sum total of what cast a 

ballot have been checked effectively.   

7. Obstruction: No appointive element (any server partaking 

in the e lection) or gathering of elements, running the race can 

work in a scheme to acquaint cast a ballot or with keep voters 

from casting a ballot.   

8. Accessibility: The framework works legitimately as long 

as the survey stands and any voter can approach it from the 

earliest starting point as far as possible of the survey.   

9. Resume Ability: The framework enables any voter to 

interfere during the voting to carry on the process or redo the 

voting in a specific booth. But the current methods are 

followed in conventional path by utilizing tickets, marking and 

counting slow.it does not give an proper result. 

Privacy Present in E-voting 

Its principle objective is to give safe voting and no cheating 

in election booth, The safe polling fulfills the given 

prerequisites, 

1.  Qualification: just votes of genuine voters will be 

considered.   

2. Namelessness: cast a ballot are set mystery   

3. Precision: cast poll can't be modified. Accordingly, it 

must not be conceivable to erase polls nor to include tallies, 

when the decision has been shut.   

4. Decency:  halfway  arrangement  is unthinkable.   

5. Vote and go: when a voter has made their choice, no 

further activity preceding the finish of the decision.   

6.    Open certainty: anybody ought to most likely promptly 

check the legitimacy of the entire casting a ballot procedure.  

III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION   

In this method, the subtleties of the voter can get from the 

AADHAR card database. It was a recently created data which 

has all the data concerning the general population. By utilizing 

this database took the voter's data will be put away inside the 

PC. At the season of decisions, for unique finger impression 

getting to utilized finger detecting module.   

Unique finger impression confirmation could likewise be a 

fair decision for in e-casting a ballot frameworks, where you 

can give clients sufficient clarification and preparing, and 

where the framework works in a controlled domain.  
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It isn't dazzling that the workstation get to application 

region hopes to be put together solely with respect to 

fingerprints, because of the moderately low value, little 

size, and simple coordination of unique mark verification 

gadgets Capture the finger vein picture and contrast or match 

with database, catch finger vein and database finger vein 

coordinated recommends that this individual will be substantial 

for surveying area and if condition is fulfilled naturally.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Casting a ballot device controls the device to on with a 

key initiate, it has an off key to stop. When casting a 

ballot device controls square measure actuated, and the 

balloter produce their poll. At the point when finishing of 

his/her poll technique, a “casting a ballot strategy 

Finished “text shown on the display. Then the voting is 

checked by the device and the information is moved to 

the database by internet. 

During the previous method the race procedure is so 

that there will a crate and a paper with all the ideological 

groups list. While casting a ballot the voter needs to put a 

stamp over the gathering image of his/her ideal hopeful in 

a particular consistency. This is an all-inclusive tedious 

technique and very a ton of inclined to mistakes. 

Moreover …in conventional methods there are lot of 

improper polling occoured.To overcome this problem the 

UIDAI based polling technique is involved using 

electronic voting machine.it solves all the struggles that 

are faced on the conventional method. This method of 

voting helps to save consumption of time in polling both 

and counting the polled vote in booth and result is sent to 

a database. 

The voter is permitted into race corner with UIDAI 

.Then the elector place his UIDAI on the scanner to 

verify the ID.After scanning the UIDAI with no issues 

the elector is allowed for polling .Then the device starts 

and leaves a text “Begin to vote”. Then the elector should 

place his/her Biometric on the Biometric sensor ,after 

placing the biometric it cross checks with the voting 

database and allow the elector to poll for the candidate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3.3 Casting Permission 

 

Fig. 3.4 Polling method 
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Fig. 3.5 Result 

If not the verification is passed the elector will not be 

permitted for polling. After the checking is enabled the 

political members symbols are visible to the elector in the 

device electronic voting system .After polling the keys 

will be deactivate for certain period until the other elector 

is permitted to poll and greets with the text (“thank you”). 

After all the process the polled vote are calculated and 

transmitted to the database of Indian election commission 

and the result will be displayed on  particular period of 

timing. So the result will be announced quicker than the 

conventional method. 

IV. CONCLUSION    

In this survey the paper conveys that the technology 

development of voting system and summarizes that it has 

recovered all the possibilities of rigging. Once the polling 

machine is programmed even the manufacturercannot 

reprogram because it is one time programmable. In 

conventional method the polling and result 

announcement may take long period but in this type of 

polling system takes a short period of time for result 

announcement. This method increases the approximation 

of results, the belief of people among the voting system 

increases and the election commission of India makes a 

step ahead to use this type of polling machine for people 

welfare. The main advantage of this method is we can 

vote in India at any location using our UIDAI. 

FUTURE WORK 

The system presented here uses the finger print 

scanning technology to authenticate the elector’s identity. 

Though it is considered to be secure, it still has many 

flaws which are yet to be exploited. In the future iris 

scanning technology can be used to authorize a person’s 

identity which is considered to be more secure.    
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